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FLIRT EMU, SOB, Switzerland, Stadler Rail AG
Metawell® air duct Alu hl 05-02-05 hl / H6, maintenance flaps and sliding steps
Intercity

EMU, RBS, Switzerland, Stadler Rail AG
Acoustic floor Alu-Silent hl 10-03-10 hl / H11.5 + air duct Alu hl 05-02-05 hl / H6
Metro

Metro Inspiro Sofia, Siemens Mobility GmbH
Metawell® floor
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Vectron MS (ÖBB), Siemens Mobility GmbH
Metawell® outer skin of door Alu hl 10-03-10 hl / H6
Components for entrance aids

Avenio M Ulm, Siemens Mobility GmbH
Hand folding ramps
Components for entrance aids

Impuls 36 W, Newag SA
Maintenance flaps and sliding steps
Components for entrance aids

DOSTO MÄLARTÅG EMU, AB Transitio, Sweden, Stadler Rail AG
Sliding steps
Components for entrance aids

ÖBB Cityjet TALENT3, Bombardier
Maintenance flaps and sliding steps
Components for entrance aids

Rhein-Ruhr-Express (RRX), Siemens Mobility GmbH
Maintenance flaps and sliding steps
Solaris Urbino, Solaris Bus & Coach S.A.
Components for entrance aid
Aptis, Translohr + Alstom
Metawell® ceiling elements
Bus

i-Christal, SA Lohr Industrie
Metawell® floor and rear cover
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